


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4）T. Mori, Ekstase und Ungrund in der Weltalterphilosophie Schellings（JTLA Vol. 32東京大学文学研究科美学紀要
2007年）参照。「シェリングにおける宗教と哲学」（『理想』656号）等の拙論も参照。
5）拙稿「〈主体〉の超克―西田幾多郎の『日本文化の問題』に関連して」（『世界の窓』京都産業大学世界問題





8）T. Mori; Nishitani Keiji and the Question of Nationalism in “Rude Awakenings—Zen, the Kyoto School, & the Question





















On the Question of Keiji Nishitani’s Understanding of the
“World” in His “Religion/Philosophy”
Tetsuro MORI
I Issues
1) The decisive characteristic of Nishitani’s philosophy lies in the fact that at its most basic level, it addresses the
problem of religion and the problem of “the world.” In the words of the philosopher Ueda Shizuteru, it forms
“a path to a new global philosophy and religious way of thought.”
2) Just as the Japanese word for “world”, sekai, combines in its Sanskrit original, lokadhatu, the concept of space
and time, so too does Nishitani’s thought incorporate a special element consisting of the cultural and religious
encounter between East and Wes and a temporal, historical element involving the “alienation from tradition”
inherent in the consciousness of the modern age. Moreover, the “place” (ba) of this philosophy is the crossing
point between these special and temporal axes—in other words, the contemporary world. The lifelong theme
of Nishitani’s thought, and particularly the thought of his later years, was religious and the contemporary
world (or tradition and the contemporary world). The emphasis here for Nishitani was always on the and, that 
is, on the relation between religion/tradetion and the contemporary world.
3) There are, however, certain diffi culties inherent in any consideration of Nishitani’s understanding of the world.
There are primarily related to the remarkable length of Nishitani’s life and career as a thinker. Nishitani’s
ninety years (1900–1990) spanned nearly the entire course of modern and contemporary Japanese history
from the late Meiji period (1868–1912) to the beginning of the Heisei (1989–present). The continuities and 
discontinuities that characterize this period provide the key to Nishitani’s understanding of the world.
4) Nishitani’s standpoint was, throughout his career, a standpoint determined by the relation between philoso-
phy, religion, and Zen (s’unyata). What then was the relationship between philosophy, religion, and Zen in
Nihitani’s thought?
a. With regard to Zen, his standpoint of “standing simultaneously both within and without the tradition” (10-4)
gave rise to a distinctive view of the “inside” and the “outside” of philosophy, and of the stages of “pre-
philosophy” and “post-philosophy” in his own life. This raises the question of what the concept of “pre-”
and “post-” signifi ed for Nishitani, particulary as it relats to the notion of “pre-ego.”
b. The delineation of the question of “Zen and philosophy” necessitates a detour to the question of “religion
and philosophy.” It is here that Nishitani’s understandding of the world may be sought.
5) Dspite Nishitani’s own declaration that “my fundamental problem in both my pre-philosophical and philo-
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sophical stages was, to put it in its simplest terms, the overcoming of nihilism through nihilism” (20-192),
nihilism does not appear to have been a central theme in Nishitani’s early work. The emergence of nihilism as
a problem relating to the nature of the world involved a certain “break” in history and in Nishitani’s life. “The
history of Japan was severed with the end of World War II” (4-461).
6) The demarcation Nishitani’s earlier and later periods.
a. This relates in part to the lack of continuity between the “modern age” and the “contemporary age,” and to
the length and consistency of Nishida’s life and career as a thinker. If we survey Nishitani’s works with an
eye to discerning a break in continuity, we may identify 1945, the year WWII ended and Nishitani’s teacher 
Nishida KItaro died, as a watershed in Nishitani’s ninety-year life. Incidentally, 1945 is the year that Shukyo
tetsugaku Joron [The philosophy of religion: An introduction] was accepted as his Ph.D thesis.
b. In his investigation of the fundamental continuity of history Nishitani appears to have given due weight 
to this historical “severance.” In light of the remarkable and thoroughgoing continuity evident in the basic
directionality of Nishitani’s thought, what sort of effect did this severance have on Nishitani’s understand-
ing of the world? Although no basic transformation (Kehre) can be recognized in Nishitani’s thought, I
believe there was a certain distinctive shift in the way he viewed the world. As an approach to understanding
Nishitani, one can demarcate an early period and a later period in his thought, separated by the historical
severance.
c. There was a thirty-year age difference between Nishitani and his teacher, Nishida, who was born in 1870
and who died in 1945, just before the end of WWII. Thus, even in their handling of the theme of “religion
and philosophy”—the theme fundamental to the thought of both philosophers—there is a subtle difference
in approach.
d. From 1947 until 1952 Nishitani was forced to leave his position at Kyoto University as a result of the purge
started by the American Occupation forces. During this period of “no rank,” however, Nishitani not only
pursued a serious practice of Zen (the way of the “true man of no rank”), but also wrote thirty-three articles
and three of his most noted books (Arisutoteresu ronko [A study of Aristotele], 1948; Kami to zetta imu
[God and absolute nothingness], 1948; and Nihirizumu [Nihilism], 1949.)
7) The central work of Nishitani’s early period is Kongenteki shutaisei no tetsugaku. [The philosophy of funda-
mental subjectivity] (1940)
a. The title and the themes of the books’ three sections comprise a type of question.
b. For understanding Nishitani’s distinctive view of religion it is important to make a comparative study of 
this book’s second section (“Shukyo, rekisi, bunka” [Religion, history, and culture] and the fi rst section of
Shukyou tetsugaku; Joron (“Shinko, ninshiki, taiken” [faith, cognition, and experience]).
c. For a complete view of Nishitani’s understanding of the world, this book must be studied in conjunction with
Sekaikan to kokkakan, [View of the world and view of the nation] (1941) “Shin Nihon no sekaikan nit suite”
[Concerning the worldview of the new Japan] (1940+) and “Kindai no chokoku: Shiron.” [Overcoming
modernity: A personal view] (1942)
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II Nishitani’s Understanding of Religion during His Eary Period
1) What is “fundamental subjectivity”?
a. At its most fundamental, the notion that “I am” is without any underlying asis.
b. At the very sourc of our life there is absolutely nowhere to set our feet. Indeed, life is life precisely because 
it stands where there is nowhere to stand.
c. From this self-awareness of the “bottomless” (mutei) nature of things emerges a new subjectivity (shutaisei)
penetrated by religious intelligence, rationality, and natural life (shizenteki sei). This is the keynote of this
work (1-4).
1a. At the root of “I am”: Mu [Nothingness] (bottomlessness?)
a. The fact of human self-awareness: the dual nature of the notion that “I am I” (3-158)
1. The transcendent freedom and self-existence that cannot be taken away, even by God. This is Nishitani’s 
“essential experience”(konpontaiken), learned, perhaps, from Nishida, Eckhart and Zen.
2. The isolation of the specifi c individual (tokushu-sha) enclosed within his ego. This is the problem of the
“consciousness of self” (Egoität; gai), which formed one of Nishitani’s fundamental areas of interest (cf.
Schelling, Böhme).
b. The fundamental problem is the cutting off of the “hidden Egoität,” especially as present in its more refi ned 
and subtle forms in morality and religion, the very means used to overcome this Egoität.
1b. The fundamentality of life: the “fundamental naturalness” (kongenteki shizensei)
That comprises the reverse side of “fundamental subjectivity.”
a. Nishitani’s awareness of “the naturalness present in religion,” an element not seen in the thought of 
Nishida.
b. Nishitani’s recognition of the “Gottes Natur” (kami no shizen), a recognition deriving from his study of 
Plotinus, Augustine, Eckhart, and Böhme in Shinpi shiso shi [A history of mystical thought] (1932) The
“naturalness” (shizen), combining at its essence both light and darkness, is the key to overcoming self-
consciousness.
1c. The new subjectivity (shutaisei) penetrated by religious intelligence, rationality, and natural life (shizenteki
sei).
a. A thoroughgoing stress on “subjectivity” : Nishitani’s position emphasized single-minded spiritual training
and the courage to think things through to the end.
b. A respect for the standpoint of human autonomy (culture) combined with the transcendence of human-
centered way of thinking (ningen chusin syugi).
c. The possibility of a schematic relationship between shukyo, rekshi, bunnka [Religion, history, and culture]
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(1937) and “Shinko, ninshiki, taiken” [Faith, cognition, and experience] (1941/45).
2) The fundamental directionality of Nishitani’s thought: the consciousness of the problem of evil.
a. The roblem of evil appears in two works of Nishitani’s eary period: “Aku no mondai ni tuite” [On the prob-
lem of evil] (1923/27) and Shukyo tetsugaku: Joron [The philosophy of religion: An introduction] (1941)
b. This problem provides an “entrance” to religion, comprising as it does one of the fundamental problem of 
existence. For Nishitani, however, the signifi cance of the problem was more a matter of methodology than
of Theodizee (shingiron) or faith.
c. Nishitani’s development from his earliest position, “From the world of concepts to the world of experience”
(13-164 graduation thesis on Schelling). Nishitani succeeded to Nishida’s philosophy of “pure experience,”
but also emphasized a more phenomenological “philosophy from below” (cf. “Nishida tetsugaku o meguru
ronten” [ Problems concerning Nishida philosophy] 1936).
d. Nishitani’s reconsideration of the osition “phenomena qua nothingness” (=fi niteness) from the standpoint 
of Schelling’s concept of “absolute identity.”
e. The standpoint of religion as based on “the switch from speculation to factality” (4-143) (to begin in fact 
and to end in fact). “The liberation of the self lay in fact that a staff is a staff. In this way, true self as the
subject of non-ego emerges from fundamental facticity. As Dogen says “Manifest the strength of the fact 
of non-doing” (4-151).
3) System and “fundamental naturalness” (kongenteki shizensei): “logic and life,” “dialectic,” and “single-
minded spiritual training” ( jun’ itsu naru gyo)
a. Culture: The standpoint of human autonomy in the modern age (culturalism)
b. History: The standpoint of faith. The confrontation of reason and faith (eschatology).
c. Religion: The standpoint of absolute nothingness. The unifi cation of reason and faith (mysticism).
d. Naturalness in religion:
“Religion, history, culture, spontaneity”
“Absolute nothingness, faith, reason, spontaneity” (1-91)
cf. “shinko, ninshiki, taiken” [Faith, cognition,and experience]
e. The “nature” of Nishitani is not so much “nature” in the sense of “the natural world,” but more like a “bot-
tomless world” (muteisei no sekai)—the ground that brings out, like a kind of schema, the respective aspects
of religion, history, and culture.
4) The structure of Nishitani’s “before” and “after”
a. The “ego” and “naturalness”
b. The dual nature of the light and darkness of nature
1. Self-love, the “base of nature” (shizen no soko) or “dark self-enclosure” that forms the root of Egoität.
 The problem of ignorance and Egoität as the root of evil. The subjective “before” “The [dark enclosure]
not only precedes the ego but is part of the ego; it is not only part of the ego but precedes the ego” (6-87).
Cf. Natur in Gott “Ultimately, it is only through religion that the base of nature can be grasped. This is
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because this sense of self-constriction is the dark self-enclosure seen as the subjective “before” in the
base of human self-love and self-consciousness; it is the fi nal base of natural life (6-88).
2. “Fundamental naturalness” as Gottes Natur
 “In the subjective ‘one’ transcending Personalität in God and in man, ordinary naturalness, reason,
and spirituality are completely different; a life that can be called fundamental naturalness (kongenteki 
shizensei) appears” (1-87)
“The standpoint of absolute love, in other world the standpoint in which divine nothingness or the no-self 
of ‘bottomlessness’ (dattei) appears” (1-86) This is a probably a rewoking of Schelling’s “the Ungrund 
as love”
“The personality of nonpersonality at the base of personality, or the personalized 
Nonpersonality.”(ibid.)
c. The point of fundamental continuity between nature and religion: single-minded spiritual training.
In this training one returns to culture (human freedom) and the “freedom of profound naturalness” (1-95). 
Through this, “the world of culture becomes a manifestation of religion” and expresses itself in the form 
of phenolmena. Training as the simplicity of “ religion and nature” in the very midst of the complexities of 
“culture and history.”
5) The Zen expressions at the conclusion of Nishitani’s graduation thesis.
“When unpolished the old mirror illumines the heavens, illumines the earth.
When polished it is as black as lacquer” (From the Sannrai shu).
The Zen master Tozan So has the same expression but with the unpolished mirror being black and the polished 
mirror illuminating heaven and earth. The divine nature that is “closer to the self than the self itself”?
III Nishitani’s Understanding of “World” in His Eary Period
1) The horizon of globality
2) The simplifi cation of world intuition
3)The severing of history (developing into nihilism?)
IV The Standpoint of Nihilism and Growth
1) The main theme of NIshitani’s early period was not nihilism but the overcoming of Egoität. The word kyomu
(nihil) is virtually never encountered in his eary period works (cf. 4-89ff.). In this difference between Egoität 
and nihilism the shift in Nishitani’s view of the world may perhaps be seen.
Cf. “the nothingness of the self” and “ the nothingness of the world.”
2) The problem of nihilism incorporates the dual problems of existence and history. (The alienation from tradi-
tion)
3) Nishitani’s self-testimony: the repetition of nothingness; the complementarity of religion and philosophy; the 
nothingness prior to philosophy.
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4) Nishitani’s view of growth: a re-expression of the Zen phrase “skull covering the fi elds.” Nishitani’s under-
standing of the world gave rise to a new view of the religious notion of “seeking enlightenment above, saving
living beings below.”
